
Variety 1
TrackTitle Duration
Electronic alarm clock starting buzzing to steady 1 00:19.0
Burglar alarm whooping and rising quickly 00:46.0
Vintage Marantz 2230B stereo amplifier selector dial turning 00:00.0
4 month-old baby crying and fussing and building to a cry 00:09.0
Jet attendant chime or call button tone with reverb 00:01.0
Raven squawking and flying away in the distance 00:08.0
Aquabus ferry boat pulling up and stopping 00:08.0
Ferry horn blowing in the distance 00:00.0
Evil male ghost breaths exhaling evil and hostile with a snarl 1 00:03.0
Brook running and gushing over rocks 00:58.0
Bubbles in a plastic container, deep and gargling 1 00:01.0
Man burping and belching, short and perky 00:00.0
Button clicking metallic and thin 00:00.0
Sound design buzzing button, nasal 00:00.0
Sound design whisking button, metallic 00:00.0
Sound design wispy whoosh button click 00:00.0
2007 MINI cooper car alarm honking 00:12.0
Deep-toned cardboard sheet ripping and shredding softly and hard 00:03.0
13 year old tabby cat meowing 00:01.0
2006 Chevrolet Impala passing by quickly with doppler horn 00:05.0
2006 Chevrolet Impala passing by quickly and punching it at mic 00:09.0
Chopping a zucchini or courgette briskly x2 00:01.0
Computer server turning on and running with a fan whine and turning off 00:45.0
Construction site with hammering and chains and faint voices and vehicles 02:18.0
Cooking and stirring in a pan with sizzling and oil popping 01:18.0
Champagne bottle cork popping, mouthy 00:00.0
Applause inside surging with some muttering 00:06.0
Crowd in a bar or pub booing in friendly disappointment 1 00:04.0
Crowd on a full cafe patio bustling and joyful, laughing 02:40.0
Crowd cheering and whistling ecstatically in the distance 00:16.0
Crowd in a hospital at pre-surgery waiting area with light nurses chatting in the distance 03:10.0
Crowd in a lobby light with women discussing cheerfully with doors in the distance, binaural microphone 01:41.0
Crowd in a tax office with light voices and workers 02:01.0
Crowd in a train station near ticket booth with sparse voices passing 03:13.0
Slick deadbolt locking and unlocking with keys 00:01.0
Dog in the mountains barking and diminishing 00:02.0
Pug dog barking and talking cheerfully 00:01.0
Pug dog breathing and exhaling and snorting 00:01.0
Wooden loose cabinet door open and close quickly with a shudder 00:01.0
Garbage disposal closet door close with a bounce 00:02.0
Wooden cupboard door, tall with rubber stopper closing and bouncing 00:02.0
Dryer door close and open x2 with a slam 00:09.0
Automatic garage door closing 00:08.0
Metal half size locker door closing simply 00:01.0
Apartment small metal mailbox door opening and closing 00:08.0
Pass card door unlock with a beep and open 00:02.0
Plasticky shower stall door closing and opening with a shudder x3 00:18.0
Sliding mirrored closet door closing restlessly 00:02.0
Sliding patio door with a seal closing casually 00:02.0
Wooden bedroom door opening and closing in a series 00:20.0
Thick wooden bedroom door closing firmly 00:01.0
Wooden bachelor apartment closet door closing 00:01.0
Sliding wooden slat door opening 00:03.0
Throaty wooden drawer rolling close 00:01.0
Throaty wooden drawer rolling open 00:01.0
Cordless Ryobi drill removing screw and accelerating to an abrupt stop 00:03.0
Drone airy and musical and growing 00:24.0
DVD Player, Toshiba, drawer in and DVD spinning and scanning 00:31.0
Egg opening and dropping yolk 00:02.0
Eggs pour into pan and cook and whisk and fry 00:21.0
Eggshell crushing in palm slowly 00:05.0
1930s elevator bell ringing 00:02.0
1930s elevator door closing heavily and squeaky and rolling 00:03.0
1930s elevator door opening with a shudder 00:04.0
Box fan turning on and running high then turning off 00:20.0
Fart muffled and wet growing 00:01.0
Footsteps on real wet snow running by 2 00:09.0
Gas flame or fire burning constantly and pumping in a loop 00:18.0
Single Rainbow Mine with Whistle mortar tube firework launch, burst with a poof and strong whistle 00:03.0
Buzzing and nasal pulsing sound design force field ringing in a loop 00:07.0
Freezer door opening and closing in a series with no tone 00:13.0
Glass being set down on a melamine counter 00:01.0
Thick plate glass breaking with a pop 00:02.0
Crystal wine glass clinking musically and resonating prettily 00:06.0
Hammer hitting a metal railroad track two times hard 00:02.0
Propane hand torch turning on and igniting then burning and off 1 00:05.0
Fetal heart monitor running constantly 00:29.0
Sikorsky S-61N helicopter idling then idle increases for take off and rotates 45 degrees away in the distance 05:34.0
iPod click wheel spinning 00:07.0
Jet passing by overhead with a whining and whistling sound 00:10.0
F-22 Raptor jet fighter passing by slowly with a crackle 00:19.0
Keys turning and jiggling in a metal lock 00:01.0
Chef knife ringy and raspy sharpening with a rod sharpener slowly 00:10.0
Knocking on wood authoritatively twice 00:05.0
Laser sword or lightsabre igniting and turning on 00:01.0
Woman in her late 20s laughing hard 00:04.0
Male thirty year old laughing evil and deep and diabolical and over the top 00:05.0
Male in late thirties laughing, amused and knowing 00:01.0
Light switch pushing on and off 00:03.0
Lightning crack with a huge rippling sound and fading into thunder and background torrential rain 00:19.0
Victory Vegas 2004 motorcycle passing and punching it at mic 00:28.0
Bell-style telephone ringing in a loop in the distance 00:05.0
Pro blackjack dealer dealing playing cards fast and constant 00:13.0
Computer printer turning on and warming up with a tone and turning off 00:07.0
Urban rain drizzle to medium swelling and fading 00:58.0
Calm urban rain 01:11.0
Fair ride, The Zipper, swirling and hissing with crowd and screams 00:30.0
Rock dropping on rocks with a clatter while dumping 00:00.0
Rock dropping on rocks with a clatter quickly 00:00.0
Late 30s man screaming in terror and pain with gasps while begin eaten alive 00:04.0
Woman in her late 20s shrieking while pleased 00:01.0
Ambulance siren passing by cleanly 00:14.0
Wet and gritty snow hitting strongly with debris 00:01.0
Steam blast from a tube or pipe at a distance 00:04.0
Steam bursting hollowly and gargling high 00:01.0
Steam hissing hollowly with sibilance 00:01.0
Streetcar passing by slowly sweetener 00:06.0
Subway in Toronto passing by and stopping with a squeal 00:24.0
Circuit breaker switch turning off strongly with a ring 00:01.0
Ikea floor lamp switching off 00:00.0
Ikea floor lamp switching on 00:01.0
Sound design switch turning dial with a thin and fast click 00:00.0
Thunder with rain pealing slowly and throbbing in the distance 00:23.0
Toilet flush and fill 01:11.0
Modern toilet flush 00:08.0
Traffic in New York City at rush hour at 3rd and 54th slow with buses 03:33.0
Diesel passenger train while riding in first class smoothly 01:17.0
Freight train on a bridge passing in a loop 00:23.0
General Electric EMD SD40-2 freight train passing quickly and sailing breathily, Neumann 00:27.0
Volvo front-loading garbage truck compressing trash fiercely 01:25.0
Truck passing by and labouring in the medium distance 00:13.0
TV or television turning on with static and turning off 2 00:34.0
Man peeing or pissing or urinating in a toilet 00:31.0
Velcro on portabrace bag flap opening quickly 00:01.0
PA announcement in an airport with a male voice saying, Boarding to Miami, PA and reverb 00:12.0
PA announcement in a hospital with a male voice saying Paging Dr. Purcell, PA and reverb 00:05.0
Male voice from Unreal video game saying, Ultra kill, pitched 00:04.0
Male voice from Heroes of Newerth video game saying, Savage sick, pitched 00:01.0
Voice of an director says ardently, Action 00:00.0
Walkie talkie or two-way talk beep 00:01.0
Water cooler pour into glass with bubbles 00:03.0
Water flowing from a bathroom faucet and filling a sink 00:06.0
Water pouring into a highball glass with a ring 00:03.0
Propane weed torch igniting flame and turning off 2 00:13.0
Whisk beating an egg in a metal bowl quickly and spiritedly 00:08.0
Male and female horror whispers, inarticulate and neutral 2 00:18.0
Female in her forties whistling, hailing a cab 00:01.0
Male in his forties, wolf whistle, perky 00:02.0
Logo whoosh with a fiery igniting accent 00:02.0
Logo whoosh, long with a glassy hit and reverb 00:16.0
Burning fire whoosh flame by 00:02.0
Title whoosh with an airy and a deep doppler 00:04.0
Whip whoosh in the air 00:00.0
Metal pretty wind chimes ringing naturally 00:30.0
Winter wind howling desolately 00:20.0
Sliding metal window closing quickly 00:02.0
Sliding metal window opening decisively 00:03.0
Zipper on leather gym bag closing smoothly and quickly 00:01.0
Zipper on a high-quality duffle bag opening low 00:02.0
Zipper or fly on cotton dress pants down with a zip 00:00.0
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